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Abstract: A modified MK model combined with ductile fracture criterion (DFC-MK model) is proposed to compute the forming 
limit diagrams (FLDs) of 5A06-O aluminum alloy sheet at different temperatures. The material constant (C) of ductile fracture 
criterion and initial thickness imperfection parameter (f0) at various temperatures are determined by using a new computing method 
based on wide sheet bending test. The FLDs at 20 and 200 °C are calculated through the DFC-MK model. The DFC-MK model, 
which includes the influence of through-thickness normal stress, is written into the subroutine VUMAT embedded in Abaqus/ 
Explicit. The cylindrical cup hydroforming tests are carried out to verify the model. The results show that compared with 
experimental observations, the predicted FLDs based on DFC-MK model are more accurate than the conventional MK model; the 
errors between the simulations and experiments in warm hydroforming are 8.23% at 20 °C and 9.24% at 200 °C, which verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed model. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The forming limit of sheet metals is an important 
process parameter and the main basis for mould design 
and process optimizing in aircraft part forming. Many 
theoretical research results [1,2] on the forming limit 
have been in application, which are obtained by using 
macroscopic continuum mechanics and microscopic 
damage mechanics, separately. HILL [2] assumed that 
localized instability only occurs in case that the ratio of 
the minor strain to the major strain is less than or equal 
to zero. However, a series of experiments proved that 
localized instability can also occur when the ratio is 
larger than zero [3]. To explain the difference between 
the Hill’s theory and experimental observations in 
predicting the right-hand curve of FLD, MARCINIAK 
and KUCZYNSKI [4] proposed an MK model in which 
the initial thickness imperfection such as a geometric 
groove in the sheet metal is assumed to exist and 
generates plastic instability. There is an obvious 
discrepancy between the predictive forming limit curve 
and experimental observations by using different initial 
thickness imperfections which are difficult to be 

determined [5]. 
Recently, researchers have introduced ductile 

fracture criteria [6,7] into the field of sheet metal 
forming, such as hydroforming [8], bore expansion [9], 
tube bending [10] and biaxial stretching [11]. Some 
problems also appear in these applications [12]. Ductile 
fracture criteria can effectively predict the occurrence of 
fracture. However, the forming limit diagram at fracture 
(FLDF) determined by ductile fracture criterion is higher 
than FLD and more serious in predicting sheet metal 
forming. Therefore, the limitation of ductile fracture 
criteria exists in the field of sheet metal forming [13]. 
The acquisition of material constant is a critical point in 
application of ductile fracture criteria. Currently, two 
methods have been used in literatures: numerical 
calculation method [14] which is simple, however, not in 
accord with the experimental observations, and finite 
element analysis (FEA) combined with simple 
experiment [15] which needs many complicated 
adjustments to operate. 

In the actual process, such as sheet hydroforming, 
the blank undergoes through-thickness normal stress 
induced by fluid pressure. BANABIC and SOARE [16] 
used the MK model to research the effect of fluid  
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pressure on forming limit of AA3104-H19 sheet, where 
the range of fluid pressure varied from 0 to 200 MPa. 
The results presented that fluid pressure improved 
formability. NURCHESHMEH and DANIEL [17] 
extended the MK model to take the influence of 
through-thickness normal stress into account. It is 
observed that the forming limit increases with greater 
through-thickness normal stress. The conclusion from 
NURCHESHMEH and GREEN [18] is drawn that the 
prediction of forming limit will not be accurate enough 
regardless of the three-dimensional stress state. 

In the present study, to compute the FLDs of 
5A06-O aluminum alloy sheet at different temperatures, 
a modified MK model combined with ductile fracture 
criteria is proposed. The material constants of different 
ductile fracture criteria and the initial thickness 
imperfection parameter at various temperatures are 
calculated by using a new computing method based on 
wide sheet bending. The validity of the DFC-MK model 
is examined by comparing with experimental results and 
the conventional MK model at 20 and 200 °C. The 
DFC-MK model, which includes the influence of 
through-thickness normal stress, is written into the 
subroutine VUMAT embedded in Abaqus/Explicit. 
Finally, the cylindrical cup hydroforming tests at 20 and 
200 °C are carried out to verify the DFC-MK model. 
 
2 Theory of DFC-MK model 
 
2.1 Classical ductile fracture criteria 

Based on various hypotheses, many ductile fracture 
criteria have been proposed. The following criteria are 
widely used in the field of sheet metal forming. Material 
constants will be changed into absolute value to ensure 
the computing procedures in the present study. 
Clift criterion [19]: 
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where ε  is the equivalent plastic strain, fε  is the 
equivalent plastic strain at fracture, σ  is the equivalent 
stress, σ* is the maximum principal stress, σh is the 
hydrostatic pressure, and C1−C5 are material constants. 

2.2 DFC-MK model 
In the conventional MK model, the initial thickness 

imperfection parameter (f0) such as a geometric groove 
in sheet metal is assumed to exist and generates plastic 
instability (see Fig. 1). This model has been generally 
used to predict the FLDs of sheet metal in the plane 
stress state and has the following hypotheses [4]: 
 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of conventional MK model 
 

1) The safe zone a is subjected to the proportional 
loading. 

2) The strain increments in the safe zone a and 
groove zone b in direction 2 are equal (dε2,a=dε2,b=dε2). 

3) The forces per unit sheet width of both zones in 
direction 1 are equal (F1,a=F1,b). 

In order to consider normal anisotropy of the sheet 
metal, the effective stress is defined by Hill’48 yield 
criterion [22] as  

2 2 2
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        (5) 
 
where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the first, second and third stresses, 
respectively, and r is the normal anisotropy coefficient 
(the ratio of transverse strain to through-thickness normal 
strain). In this work, a modified MK model based on 
ductile fracture criteria (DFC-MK model) is proposed. In 
the DFC-MK model, the ductile fracture criterion is the 
failure criterion of zone b. The strains in zone a are 
defined as the forming limit point. The computing 
procedure is shown as follows. 

Under the plane stress condition, the relations in  
Eq. (5) can be simplified as  

2 1/ 2
1 1(1 )Gσ σ α α= + −                         (6) 

 
where α is the principal stress ratio, namely, α=σ2/σ1   
(0 ≤ α ≤1), G1 is defined as the relation: G1=2r/(1+r). 
The Levy−Mises relation formula is shown as  
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where φ is the ratio of equivalent stress to the major 
principal stress, namely, φ=σ/σ1=(1+α2−G1α)1/2. dε1, dε2 
and dε3 are the principal strain increments, and εd  is 
the equivalent strain increment.  
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From hypotheses (3) in Section 2.2, the equation 

can be obtained, that is,  
1, 1,a a b bt tσ σ=                               (10) 

 
where ta and tb are the thicknesses of zones a and b, 
respectively. The initial thickness imperfection parameter 
is defined as f0, namely, f0=tb0/ta0. Therefore, the 
subsequent thickness imperfection parameter can be 
expressed as  
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To unify the analytical form, the plastic behavior of 

5A06-O aluminum alloy at room temperature has been 
fitted using a Swift’s power law:  

0( )n mKσ ε ε ε= +                            (12) 
 
where K is the strength coefficient, n is the strain 
hardening exponent, and m is the strain rate sensitivity 
exponent. 

In the forming temperature range of 150−300 °C, 
the coefficients are related to temperature. The 
relationships between the coefficients and temperature 
are fitted, that is,  
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where t is temperature. The equilibrium equation can be 
derived by using Eqs. (10)−(13). The result is expressed 
as  
( ) ( )n m
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Equation (14) is computed by using the Newton− 

Raphson iteration method. When the cumulative plastic 
work in zone b reaches a certain critical value, namely, 

f 

 0
( , , ) dmf C

ε
σ σ ε ≥∫ , the strain value in zone a is 

the forming limit point. By changing α in the range of 0 
to 1, the forming limit curves of sheet metals are 
determined through the DFC-MK model. 
 
2.3 Determination of C and f0 

In the DFC-MK model, the values of C and f0 are 
quite important. Researchers have empirically derived 
the relationship between f0 and surface roughness [23]. 
However, this method needs a great amount statistic data 
and cannot get an exact value of f0 which is used to 
predict the FLDs precisely. 

In this work, we propose a new computing method 
based on the modified MK model to determine C and f0 
at the same time. According to the number of material 
constants, there are two kinds of computational 
procedures which are presented as follows (Fig. 2). 

Procedure 1(The number of C is equal to 1): 
1) The initial value of f0 is set as λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1). 
2) The strains in both zones a and b are computed 

 

 
Fig. 2 Calculating procedures of C and f0 
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based on the modified MK model. 

3) The limiting values (ε1,a, ε2,a) in zone a are 
obtained when the equivalent strain in zone b exceeds 
fracture strain (εf) which is measured in plane strain 
state. 

4) If the limiting value (ε1,a, ε2,a) in zone a is equal 
to the limiting values (ε1,m, ε2,m) which are measured in 
plane strain state, C will be calculated through the ductile 
fracture criterion. Otherwise, back to Step (1) and change 
the value of f0 until the calculated value and measured 
value are equal. Then, C and f0 are determined. 

Procedure 2 (The number of C is equal to 2): 
1) The initial value of f0 is set as λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) and 

the value of α is specified to be 0.5. 
2) The strains in zones a and b are computed based 

on the modified MK model. 
3) The limiting values (ε1,a, ε2,a) in zone a are 

obtained when the equivalent strain in zone b exceeds 
fracture strain which is measured in plane strain state. 

4) If the limiting values (ε1,a, ε2,a) in zone a are 
equal to the limiting values (ε1,m, ε2,m) which are 
measured in plane strain state, Eq. (1) about ductile 
fracture criterion is obtained. Otherwise, back to step (1) 
and change the value of f0 until the calculated value and 
measured value are equal. Then, Eq. (1) and f0 are 
determined. 

5) Specify the value of α to 0 and use the obtained 
f0. 

6) Equation (2) about ductile fracture criterion is 
acquired when the equivalent strain in zone b exceeds 
fracture strain which is measured in plane strain state. 

7) By solving the obtained equations, the material 
constants are calculated. 
 
3 Experimental 
 

The material used in the present study is 5A06-O 
aluminum alloy, supplied as a sheet with a thickness of 
1.5 mm. In order to determine material constants of 
ductile fracture criteria in the DFC-MK model and get 
the experimental FLDs, uniaxial tensile, wide sheet 
bending and hydrobulging are performed at 20 and   
200 °C (Fig. 3). Wide sheet bending reproduces a 
near-plane strain condition and hydrobulging reproduces 
a biaxial tensile. Before the tests, all the specimens are 
electro-etched by using a grid of circles of 2 mm in 
diameter. To obtain principal strains (ε1,f, ε2,f) at fracture, 
sheet thickness values in the vicinity of fracture from 
mounted metallurgical samples at 40× magnifications are 
measured. Fracture strains used in computing the 
material constants are summarized in Table 1. The 
measured material properties of 5A06-O which are used 
in Swift’s power law and Hill’48 yield criterion are 

summarized in Table 2. The average normal anisotropic 
coefficient of 5A06 at each temperature determined by 
r=(r0+2r45+r90)/4 and the strain rate is fixed at 0.055 s−1. 
The fitting formula is presented as r=−0.16035+0.006t− 
3.8×10−6t2. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Uniaxial tensile specimens (a), bending specimens (b) 
and hydrobulging specimens (c) 
 
Table 1 Fracture strains of 5A06-O sheet 

Fracture strain 
Sample

No. 
Experiment

Temperature/ 
°C Specimen 

1 
Specimen

2 
1 Uniaxial 20 1.073 0.924 

2 Uniaxial 200 2.136 2.355 

3 Bending 20 0.5548 0.6428 

4 Bending 200 1.44 1.2843 

 
Table 2 Material parameters of numerical computation 

 
4 Results and discussion 
 
4.1 Determination and comparison of FLDs 

The material constants for criteria (Eqs. (2)−(4)) are 
estimated from the fracture strains obtained from wide 
sheet bending tests. As for the material constants of   
Eq. (5), the fracture strains of both wide sheet bending 
and uniaxial tensile tests are used. Through the 
computational procedure in Fig. 2, the material constants 
and values of f0 in the DFC-MK models are summarized 
in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 

The limit strains of 5A06-O sheet at 20 and 200 °C 
are determined by the DFC-MK model. By contrast, the  
 
Table 3 Material constants in DFC-MK models 

Temperature/°C C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

20 223.57 243.82 0.6948 −0.3953 0.0646

200 164.24 189.49 1.8061 −0.3668 0.2844

Temperature/°C K/MPa n m r 

20 777.08 0.2454 0.018 0.664

200 318.93 0.1374 0.097 0.995
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Table 4 Values of f0 in DFC-MK models 

f0 Temperature/ 
°C Clift-MK C&L-MK Brozzo-MK Oyane-MK

20 0.943 0.943 0.943 0.943 

200 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.968 

 
conventional MK model is also used to compute the 
limiting strains. The experimental and theoretical values 
are described in Fig. 4. 

As shown in Table 4, the value of f0 is constant in 
various DFC-MK models. This result is in accordance 
with the conclusion that f0 is the function of initial 
thickness of sheet metal, initial grain size and surface 
roughness [24]. The value of f0 at 20 °C is less than that 
at 200 °C. This reveals that the imperfection of sheet 
metal becomes less obvious as the temperature rises from 
20 to 200 °C. 

Figures 4(a) and (b) compare the experimental and 
theoretical results for 5A06-O sheet at 20 °C. The 
forming limit curves (FLCs) predicted by using Clift-MK, 
C&L-MK and Brozzo-MK models separately are in good 
correlation with the experimental values. The predictions 
by Oyane-MK model are slightly lower on right-hand of 
FLC than that in experiment. The FLCs calculated 
according to the conventional MK model do not display  

a good coincidence with the experimental values. When 
f0 is equal to 0.99, the predicted FLC is higher than the 
measured values in uniaxial and biaxial tensile stress 
state. When f0 is equal to 0.96, the predicted FLC is 
lower than the experimental values in plane strain state. 
When f0 is in the range from 0.96 to 0.99, the predictions 
do not agree with the experimental values in any stress 
state. 

As can be seen in Figs. 4(c) and (d), the 
experimental and theoretical results for 5A06-O sheet at 
200 °C are compared. By using all the DFC-MK models, 
these predicted curves almost coincide and a satisfactory 
agreement with the experimental values is observed in 
the whole range of the FLCs. When f0 is equal to 0.985, 
the predicted FLC by the conventional MK model is 
nearly equal to the experimental values in plane strain 
state, however, higher than those in experiment in 
uniaxial and biaxial tensile stress states. When the value 
of f0 is 0.975, the predicted FLC is lower than the 
experimental values in plane strain state. In other cases, 
the predictions do not match the experimental values in 
any stress state. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the FLCs become higher as 
temperature rises. The predictions by the conventional 
MK model are more accurate at 200 °C than those at  
20 °C. In this situation, the theoretical predictions by the 

 

 

Fig. 4 Comparison of various models and experimental values (M-K represents conventional MK model) 
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DFC-MK model are still closer to the experimental 
values than those by the conventional MK model. 
 
4.2 Analysis of difference 

In the conventional MK model, the failure criterion 
is that the ratio of the principal strain increment ∆ε1,b in 
zone b to the principal strain increment ∆ε1,a in zone a is 
constant, namely, ∆ε1,b/∆ε1,a=10. This criterion shows 
that the ratio has nothing to do with the loading path. 
Whereas, the ratios ∆ε1,b/∆ε1,a obtained through 
calculating in the DFC-MK model are presented in Fig. 5. 
The whole view is that the ratio ∆ε1,b/∆ε1,a firstly 
increases and then decreases when α varies from 0 to 1, 
and reaches the maximum in the vicinity of the plane 
strain state. This change can also be reflected in the 
forming limit diagram. As shown in Fig. 4(a), at f0=0.96, 
the predicted FLD by the conventional MK model is 
close to the experimental data in the uniaxial and biaxial 
tension; however, it is significantly lower than the 
experimental measurements in the plane strain state. 
Increasing the ratio ∆ε1,b/∆ε1,a can raise the forming limit 
point in the plane strain state. At f0=0.975 shown in   
Fig. 4(c), the predicting trend is in accordance with the 
conclusion drawn from the above. The range of the ratio 
∆ε1,b/∆ε1,a at 200 °C is less than that at 20 °C. This also 
explains that the prediction accuracy of the conventional  
 

 
Fig. 5 values of ∆ε1,b/∆ε1,a with α varying from 0 to 1 at 20 °C 
(a) and 200 °C (b) 

MK model is improved as temperature increases. In 
conclusion, the DFC-MK model reflects the relation 
between the ratio ∆ε1,b/∆ε1,a and the loading path by 
using ductile fracture criterion as the failure criterion and 
is more accurate than the conventional MK model. 
 
5 Influence of through-thickness normal 

stress on FLD 
 

In the DFC-MK model above, it is assumed that the 
model is in the plane stress condition. For some typical 
processes such as sheet hydroforming that is depicted in 
Fig. 6, the blank suffers from the through-thickness 
normal stress caused by the fluid pressure p. To evaluate 
the influence of normal stress on the yield loci variation, 
the first principle stress σ1 is deduced from the Hill’48 
yield criterion: 
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where σs is the yield stress. According to Eq. (15), the 
yield loci of 5A06-O sheet at 20 °C is obtained and 
shown in Fig. 7. It is obvious that the through-thickness 
normal stress influences the location of the yield loci 
evidently, which must be taken into account. The loci 
shift from the first quadrant to the third quadrant when 
the absolute value of σ3 increases. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of sheet hydroforming 
 

Considering the above factors, the hypothesis    
of the DFC-MK model should be modified to non-planar 
stress state. The schematic diagram is presented in    
Fig. 8. The through-thickness normal stress σ3 is 
independent of the effect of in-plane stress. To establish 
the relation of σ3 between zones a and b, ALLWOOD 
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Fig. 7 Yield loci under different σ3 values at 20 °C 
 
and SHOULDER [24] assumed that they are equal, 
namely, σ3,a=σ3,b. 

The theoretical forming limit curves have been 
performed based on the modified DFC-MK model. 
Figure 9 shows the influence of σ3 that varies from 0 to 
−40 MPa. The forming limit improves obviously as σ3 
increases. As temperature increases from 20 to 200 °C, 
the same increment of σ3 has greater effect on the 

improvement of the forming limit. The amount of 
formability improvement can be reflected by the form 
ϑ that is shown as 
 

l 0

0

1,FLD 1,FLD

1,FLD
100%

ε ε
ϑ

ε

−
= ×                    (16) 

 
where 

01,FLDε is the principle strain ε1 under the 
condition of plane strain in planar stress state, 

l1,FLDε  is 
the principle strain ε1 in non-planar stress state. The 
increment of σ3 from 0 to −40 MPa makes ϑ  with 
14.4% at 20 °C and 23.7% at 200 °C. 
 
6 Application of DFC-MK model to warm 

hydroforming 
 

When calculating the FLD, the loading path is  
linear. In actual forming process, sheet metal undergoes a 
complicated nonlinear loading. It has a great error to 
directly utilize FLD to predict sheet metal failure. In this 
work, The DFC-MK model is written into the subroutine 
VUMAT embedded in Abaqus/Explicit. As shown in  
Fig. 8, each cell node of the blank is equivalent to a 
DFC-MK model and the obtained stress/strain values  
are passed into VUMAT. When the integral value  

 

 
Fig. 8 Schematic diagram for DFC-MK model embedded in Abaqus/Explicit 

 

 

Fig. 9 Influence of through-thickness normal stress (σ3) on FLD at 20 °C (a) and 200 °C (b) 
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 0

1 ( , , )dmI f
C

ε
σ σ ε= ∫ ≥1, it indicates that the formed 

part fails. 
Warm hydroforming has many virtues and has 

gained increasing interest in industries recently [25,26]. 
In this work, The DFC-MK model has been implemented 
in Abaqus/Explicit to simulate cylindrical cup 
hydroforming process. The diameter of the blank is  
220 mm at 20 °C and 260 mm at 200 °C. The frictional 
coefficient between the blank and the punch is assumed 
to be 0.15. The frictional coefficient between the blank 
and the die/binder is set to be 0.05. 

In the simulation, the C&L-MK model, which is the 
most accurate model, is implemented to verify the 
precision. By using the stresses/strains history obtained 
by the FE simulation and the obtained C2 and f0, integral 
I is computed for each element and some important 
forming steps. The condition of forming limit is satisfied 
when integral I is equal to 1. 

The prediction result of the C&L-MK model at   
20 °C is depicted in Fig. 10. Figure 10(a) shows the 
distribution of the integral I at different heights. Along 
with the increase of the punch stroke, integral I of punch 
nose corner increases. When the punch stroke reaches 
32.3 mm, integral I exceeds 1. Figure 10(b) presents  
the thickness distribution when the punch stroke is 

32.3 mm in simulation and shows that the failure point  
is in the most severe thinning area. As shown in      
Fig. 10(c), the measured height is 35.2 mm and the error 
is 8.23%. 

The prediction result of the C&L-MK model at  
200 °C is depicted in Fig. 11. With the increase of the 
punch stroke, integral I of punch nose corner increases. 
When the punch stroke reaches 42.2 mm, integral I 
exceeds 1, which indicates that the cylindrical cup has 
cracked. Figure 11(b) presents the thickness distribution 
when the punch stroke is 42.2 mm in the simulation and 
shows that the failure point is in the most severe thinning 
area. As shown in Fig. 11(c), the measured height is  
46.5 mm and the error is 9.24%. 

The difference between finite element analysis and 
experimental results comes from two aspects. Firstly, the 
process parameters such as material model, the friction 
coefficient and liquid pressure, cannot fully reflect the 
real situation. In addition, the value predicted by the 
DFC-MK model shows that sheet metal is in necking 
zone. From Figs. 10(c) and 11(c), the formed parts have 
generated evident fracture defect. The predicted punch 
stroke should be less than that in the experiment and the 
contrasts also confirm the trend. The DFC-MK model 
turns out to be correct in predicting forming limit of 
5A06-O sheet hydroforming. 

 

 
Fig. 10 Distribution of integral I (a), thickness distribution at punch stroke of 32.3 mm (b) and formed cups (c) at 20 °C 
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Fig. 11 Distribution of integral I (a), thickness distribution at punch stroke of 42.2 mm (b) and formed cups (c) at 200 °C 
 
 
7 Conclusions 
 

1)  For 5A06-O aluminum alloy sheet, uniaxial 
tensile, wide sheet bending and hydrobulging are 
performed at 20 and 200 °C. The experimental values of 
FLDs and fracture strains are measured through these 
tests. The measured material properties of 5A06-O sheet 
which are used in Swift’s power law and Hill’48 yield 
criterion are also determined. 

2)  In order to determine material constants C of 
ductile fracture criteria and the initial thickness 
imperfection parameter f0, a new computing method 
based on the modified MK model is proposed. 

3)  The DFC-MK model is proposed to predict the 
forming limit diagram of sheet metal. The results of the 
FLDs based on the DFC-MK model are found to 
correlate quite well with the experimental observations 
and be more accurate than the conventional MK model. 

4)  The cylindrical cup hydroforming tests at 20 
and 200 °C are carried out to verify the DFC-MK model. 
The C&L-MK model, which includes the influence of 
through-thickness normal stress, is implemented in 
ABAQUS to determine the punch stroke when the 
formed cup is failure. The predicted results show that the 
error is 8.23% at 20 °C and 9.24% at 200 °C. 
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基于韧性断裂准则的修正 MK 模型 
及其在充液热成形中的应用 
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摘  要：将 MK 模型与韧性断裂准则相结合，提出预测不同温度下 5A06-O 铝合金板材成形极限的新模型。基于

宽板弯曲试验，应用新的修正 MK 模型确定材料常数(C)和初始厚度不均度( f0)。通过提出的新模型计算得到 20

和 200 °C 下的成形极限图。将板材厚度法向应力对成形极限的影响计入新模型，并嵌入 Abaqus/Explicit 中，进行

筒形件充液成形并加以验证。结果表明：与传统 MK 模型对比可知，新模型预测的成形极限图与实验值更加接近；

在 20 和 200 °C 下，充液热成形模拟与实验之间的误差分别为 8.23%和 9.24%，验证了模型的有效性。 

关键词：MK 模型；韧性断裂准则；充液热成形；厚度法向应力 
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